Introduction
General considerations. According to current notions, the geomagnetic eld is generated by processes in the liquid core, and therefore information about its time behavior re ects the processes that occur both in the Earth's core and at its boundary with the mantle (D 00 layer). On the other hand, geological information characterizes processes at the Earth's surface and in the lithosphere, and the correlation between geomagnetic and geological phenomena re ects processes in the Earth as a coherent system including core and lithosphere.
A unique source of information about the time evolution of geomagnetic eld is the paleomagnetic record imprinted in ferrimagnetic minerals which are present in the majority o f r o c ks and preserve this information over the geological history of the Earth. Available paleomagnetic data enable the analysis of geomagnetic eld behavior during long time intervals. In this paper, I focus on the Neogaea, the time period covering the past 1700 Myr. I have c hosen this time interval because rocks older than 2000 Ma rarely compose continuous stratigraphic sequences that were not subjected to signi cant transformations during their geological history and preserved the original paleomagnetic information. For this reason, we cannot now obtain an uninterrupted time series of main characteristics of the geomagnetic eld and construct the geomagnetic polarity scale for the time older than 1.5{2 Ga.
Main characteristics of the geomagnetic eld determined from paleomagnetic data. The geomagnetic eld intensity (the vector characterized by its magnitude, direction, and time variations) is derived from both direct observations at the Earth's surface and paleomagnetic records. It is desirable to have all characteristics of geomagnetic eld, but the question is which of them are actually available.
c 1998 Russian Journal of Earth Sciences. Paper No. TJE98008. Online version of this paper was published on July 20 1998. URL: http://eos.wdcb.rssi.ru/tjes/TJE98008/TJE98008.htm Geomagnetic reversals, i.e. 180 changes in the eld direction, are most easily recognized. This global phenomenon underlies the construction of the global geomagnetic polarity time scale with the use of such methods as (1) magnetostratigraphic approach including paleomagnetic study of successive beds of stratigraphic sections, (2) magnetochronological approach combining paleomagnetic determinations and radiological datings of rocks, and (3) analysis of oceanic linear magnetic anomalies.
Scale intervals are most reliable if they are constrained by all of the three methods. Since method (3) is limited by a sea oor age of 170 Ma, this interval of the geomagnetic polarity scale is most reliable.
The scale is commonly used for the analysis of the reversal frequency variation and geomagnetic polarity asymmetry over the past hundreds of millions of years (see e.g., Algeo, 1996 Courtilliot and Besse, 1987 Gafn, 1989 Irving and Pulaiah, 1976 Johnson et al., 1995 Khramov et al., 1982 McElhinny, 1971 Merrill, 1984, 1986 Pechersky and Didenko, 1995 Pechersky and Nechaeva, 1988] ). Presently, several regional magnetostratigraphic scales have been published, providing a basis for the construction of the Neogaea polarity geomagnetic time scale Pechersky, 1997 Pechersky, , 1999 .
The next characteristic is the magnitude of the eld (intensity modulus) and its variation. The incorrect term paleointensity, standing for the intensity modulus, is widely accepted in the present-day paleomagnetic literature, although this term means the complete vector. Moreover, the term \paleointensity" is used even when data are given in tesla which is the measurement unit of induction. Following the \tradition", we are compelled to use the term \paleointensity" in the meaning of the paleointensity magnitude regardless of measurement u n i t s .
The paleointensity behavior analysis, usually including the past 400 Myr and occasionally the Phanerozoic and Proterozoic, yields evidence of preservation of the dipole eld component and cyclicity of paleointensity v ariation close to the reversal frequency Bolshakov and Solodovnikov, 1981 Khramov et al., 1982 Merrill and McElhinny, 1983 Pechersky, 1998 Pechersky and Nechaeva, 1988 Perrin and Shcherbakov, 1997 Petrova, 1989 Petrova et al., 1992] . The global paleointensity database was created in the 1990s Tanaka and Kono, 1994] , which considerably stimulated the work on data generalization including the Neogaea Pechersky, 1998 ].
The last characteristic is variations in the geomagnetic eld direction at an observation point o r v ariations in the position of the virtual geomagnetic pole (VGP), ranging within several tens of degrees. The VGP analysis can be performed only for the past few millions of years, when relative displacements of lithospheric blocks were small and VGP position may b e referred to the present coordinates of an observation point.
Magnetologists often address the analysis of paleomagnetic directions and VGPs over the past 5 Myr along with data of laboratory observations (see e.g., McElhinny and McFadden, 1997 McElhinny et al., 1996 Merrill and McElhinny, 1983 Tsunakawa, 1988 ).
Information about paleointensity and eld direction variations is vital to the study of the mechanism of geomagnetic eld generation and development o f t h eoretical approaches, but deep studies of the variations (and, generally speaking, the ne structure of geomagnetic eld) require detailed analysis of the eld behavior based on the comprehensive i n vestigation into sections composed of rapidly accumulating volcanic{ sedimentary deposits and archaeological objects. This can be done for only short time intervals because of immense volume of work and scarcity of sections that were continuously accumulated over geologically large time intervals. An alternative approach, not requiring the direct study of paleovariations of various types and origin, focuses on the analysis of the summary amplitude of all paleovariations in a given time interval, rather than the behavior of the geomagnetic eld direction proper. Instead of long sections, this approach requires representative data on the concentration of paleomagnetic directions (precision parameter), because the summary amplitude of geomagnetic variations is de ned by t h e standard angular deviation S = 8 1 =K 1=2 where K is the precision parameter of individual vectors in terms of the spherical projection statistics Fisher et al., 1987] .
The analysis of paleomagnetic data covering geologically long time intervals was very rarely applied to the summary amplitude of Phanerozoic direction paleovariations Irving and Pulaiah, 1976 Pechersky and Nechaeva, 1988] . The creation of the computer global database of paleomagnetic directions and poles McElhinny and Lock, 1993] largely facilitated the problem and enabled the amplitude analysis of the Neogaea geomagnetic variation directions Pechersky, 1996 Pechersky, , 1997 .
Cyclicity analysis. The long-period cyclicity o f geomagnetic and other processes has been statistically estimated in a number of works (see e.g., Keondzhyan and Monin, 1977 Loper et al., 1988 Mulargia, 1992 McElhinny, 1971 Merrill and McElhinny, 1983 Pechersky and Didenko, 1995 Pechersky and Nechaeva, 1988] ). Periods of about 15 to 430 Myr have been revealed. Di erent geomagnetic polarity regimes with characteristic times of 1, 10, 50, and 200 Myr have been recognized they serve as a basis for the classication of magnetic zones of various ranks, their correlation and construction of magnetostratigraphic scales Danukalov et al., 1983] . On the other hand, some authors note that no periodicity i s o b s e r v ed in the intervals between reversals i.e., this process is stochastic, with reversal frequency increasing in the Mesozoic{ Cenozoic, and this general trend is modi ed by a p eriodicity mainly related to the thermal regime at the core{mantle boundary (in the boundary layer D 00 ) and possibly with its topography Cox, 1981 Gubbins, 1989 McFadden and Merrill, 1984 Ricou and Gibert, 1997] .
Correlations between geomagnetic eld variations (core) and surface processes. During more than one decade, attempts have been made to generalize available paleomagnetic data and to nd regularities in the behavior of main geomagnetic eld characteristics and their correlations with other phenomena of the Earth and surrounding space. We d w ell on examples of investigations into long-period processes.
Correlations of tectonic, magmatic, climatic, paleogeographic, and biostratigraphic events, as well as their cyclicity, with the geomagnetic eld behavior and speci cally with geomagnetic reversals have been noted by m a n y authors Aparin, 1982 Besse, 1987 Didenko, 1998 Eide and Torsvik, 1996 Ga n, 1987 Khramov, 1978 Khramov et al., 1982 Kiselev and Aparin, 1987 Kravchinskii, 1977 Kravchinskii, , 1987 Larson, 1991 Larson and Olson, 1991 Loper and McCartney, 1986 Loper et al., 1988 Pechersky and Didenko, 1995 Nechaeva, 1988 Rampino, 1988 Rampino and Caldeira, 1993 Ricou and Gibert, 1997 Varygin and Aparin, 1989 Vogt, 1972 , 1975 . This evidence supports the well-known concept of deep origin of tectonic movements and universality o f the Earth's endogenic process. A pioneer of this concept was Yu. M. Sheinman. Developing the ideas of Sheinman, Kravchinskii 1977 Kravchinskii , 1987 , Khramov 1978] , Khramov et al. 1982] , and Khramov and Kravchinskii 1984] compared the geomagnetic reversal behavior, paleomagnetic pole velocities, accelerations of continents, stages of plate subduction and obduction, stages of folding and continental basaltic volcanism (traps), sea oor accretion rate, and other events and found that events at the core and in the lithosphere correlate on a qualitative level. They concluded that global processes of the Earth are basically interrelated. Kravchinskii o ered the concept of geonomic periodicity according to which a l l events of the same rank are essentially equivalent. This leads to the principle of conjugation which states the possibility of su ciently accurate quanti cation of one event or process in terms of another. Large-scale cyclicity has been revealed in both the geomagnetic eld behavior and plate motion, and three Vendian{ Phanerozoic stages are recognized in the plate con guration Khramov, 1991 Khramov et al., 1982 Zonenshain et al., 1987 : (1) Late Riphean{Vendian: continents form a supercontinent ( P angea) (2) Early{Middle Paleozoic: continents are concentrated near the equator in the southern hemisphere, and plate velocities, averaging high values, considerably uctuate and (3) Late Paleozoic{Cenozoic: at the beginning of this stage, continents were aligned along a meridian and formed a new Pangea plate velocities were more uniform, reaching a minimum by the middle of the stage. Later, continents resume their E{W con guration, although by that time they are mostly located in the northern hemisphere. Similar to the geomagnetic eld, their main reorganizations occurred at times of 600 and 260{ 300 Ma. Paleomagnetic estimates of plate velocities indicate 8{10 velocity pulses in the Phanerozoic so that each t wo pulses form an interval nearly coinciding with a geotectonic cycle. Chronological correlation between the velocity pulses of horizontal movements and tectonic activity in the lithosphere proves that these movements are the main factor of tectogenesis Khramov and Kravchinskii, 1984] . Moreover, the time pattern of these events, explainable within the framework of plate tectonics, is consistent with actual models of plate motion based on paleomagnetic data (see e.g., Khramov, 1991 Khramov et al., 1982 Zonenshain et al., 1987 ). Common periods and correlation between the events supports the concept of a global evolutionary process and general geonomic sequence of stages.
Synchronism of processes. Numerous data indicate the movements at the core{mantle boundary and in the lithosphere to be nearly synchronous. Thus, plate motion events at times of 42{45, 70{80, and 110{120 Ma were synchronous with reversal frequency changes the stages of major changes in the biosphere and long-period variations in the seawater level, spreading rate, subduction and reversal frequency are very close in time (di ering by no more than 10 Myr) Aparin, 1982 Danukalov et al., 1983 Ga n, 1987 Loper et al., 1988 McFadden and Merrill, 1986 Pechersky and Didenko, 1995 Pechersky and Nechaeva, 1988 Ricou and Gibert, 1997 Van der Voo, 1988 Vogt, 1972 , 1975 . Varygin and Aparin 1989 ] noted a strong negative correlation of long-period variations in the seawater level with the geomagnetic reversal frequency in the Cambrian{Early Carboniferous and Late Cretaceous{ Anthropogene conrmed this for the past 150 Myr), whereas such a correlation is absent in the Middle Carboniferous{Early Cretaceous. In the rst two periods, continents were completely isolated, and the system of mid-ocean ridges was well developed, whereas during the period with no correlation a hypsometrically high supercontinent (Pangea) existed. Supposedly, v ariations in the sea level give rise to small variations in geoid heights, which a ect the Earth's angular velocity and thereby the generation of geomagnetic eld. Thus, the relation between variations in the reversal frequency and geoid heights (as a result of eustatic uctuations and continental accretion processes) underlies the synchronism of global processes.
The Mesozoic{Cenozoic is characterized by synchronism between such e v ents as trapp out ows, spreading rate jumps, stratigraphic unconformities in geological sections (re ecting eustatic sea level uctuations), folding phases, appearance of evaporites and tillites (climatic changes), occurrence of black shales (redox conditions) their coincidence in time is most clear at 91{97, 110{113, 144{148, 190{196, and 245{250 Ma Rampino, 1988 Rampino and Caldeira, 1993] . The cyclicity o f all processes mentioned above exhibits periods approximately ranging from 20 to 100 Myr (most prominent are periods of 20{30, 50, and 100 Myr).
The maximum entropy m e t h o d w as applied to the analysis of the Mesozoic periodicity i n v ariations of the reversal frequency F , polarity asymmetry R, s u mmary amplitude of direction variations S, paleointensity H a , and continental drift velocity V Pechersky and Nechaeva, 1988] . Mean ratios of neighboring periods of 1.4 (S), 1.67 (H a ), 1.5 (F ), 1.5 (R), and 1.55 (V ) are very close and similar to the ratios of short-period characteristics, which a verage 1.52 for two neighboring periods of secular variations and age di erences of neighboring excursions Petrova, 1989 Petrova et al., 1992 . Apart from the similarity in periods, the intervals of maximum gradients of mean drift velocities virtually coincide with summary amplitude extremums of secular variations S and maximums o f t h e R curve Pechersky and Nechaeva, 1988] .
Synchronism of geological events that occur at the surfaces of core and Earth may be due, for example, to changes in the angular velocity and/or rotation axis angle of the Earth such c hanges should a ect the actual motion of the geographic pole which w as as large as 10{ 30 and more over the past 150{200 Myr Andrews, 1985 Courtillot and Besse, 1987 Donn, 1989 Kerr, 1987 Sabadini and Yuen, 1989 Van Fossen and Kent, 1992 , between the Late Ordovician and Late Devonian Van der Voo, 1994] , and in the Early Cambrian Kirschvink et al., 1997] due to both movement of mantle relative to core and rotation of the whole Earth that might b e caused partly by the continental drift Keondzhyan and Monin, 1977] . Based on the general distribution of climates in the Phanerozoic, they came to the conclusion on systematic changes in the orientation of the Earth (relative to its axis of rotation) and in its angular velocity, caused by c hanges in the planetary moments of inertia due to inner redistribution of masses.
Synchronic cyclicity o f m a n y processes in the Earth, including the geomagnetic eld behavior, is close to the cyclicity inherent in the tidal evolutionary scheme of the Earth{Moon system Avsyuk, 1986 Kiselev and Aparin, 1987] and cyclicity of impact meteorite craters, related to the half-period of oscillations of the solar system relative to the Galaxy plane. Analyzing bio-and lithostratigraphic data associated with polarity r e v ersal intervals, Yu. I. Kats and A. I. Bereznyakov concluded in 1974 that deceleration and acceleration stages of Earth's rotation had to give rise to geomagnetic polarity reversals, with one polarity being preferable. On a larger scale, irregular tidal slowing-down of Earth's rotation (diurnal rotation time became two times longer over the period from Archean to the present t i m e Williams, 1994] ) correlates with large intervals of a constant geomagnetic polarity thus, a departure from the monotonic slowing-down in the Late Carboniferous{Permian almost exactly coincides with the Kiaman reversed polarity superchron. Afterward the angular velocity remained nearly constant u n til 75 Ma when it resumed its previous value, and the second jump in the slowingdown rate occurred at the end of the Cretaceous normal polarity Djalal superchron Panella, 1972] . Many a uthors noted the cyclicity in geomagnetic eld behavior close to the galactic year Bolshakov and Solodovnikov, 1981 Irving and Pulaiah, 1976 Khramov et al., 1982 Loper et al., 1988 Negi and Tiwari, 1983 Pechersky and Didenko, 1995 . Also, one should not discard the hypothesis of precession origin of geomagnetism Dolginov, 1977 ] which provides the possibility of using the huge reservoir of Earth's rotational energy. D 00 layer and plumes. Whereas the geomagnetic eld generation is associated with processes in the liquid core with characteristic times not longer than tens of thousands of years McElhinny, 1983 Yanovskii, 1978] , long-period variations of geomagnetic eld, which are not directly related to the core, originate at the base of the mantle (boundary layer D 00 ) as a result of its interaction with the liquid core controlled by the heat and mass transfer between core and mantle. Temperature, density, and topography o f t h e D 00 layer are laterally inhomogeneous, and the formation of plumes may be a result of episodic instability o f this layer Courtillot and Besse, 1987 Gubbins, 1987 Larson, 1991 Larson and Olson, 1991 Loper, 1991 Loper and McCartney, 1986 McFadden and Merrill, 1984 , 1986 Stacey, 1992 Vogt, 1975 Zharkov et al., 1984 . The above considerations can explain the interrelation between movements in the lower mantle and surface volcanism, spreading processes (including their cyclicity), and so on. However, geochemical and seismological data indicate plumes to be formed mostly in the upper mantle at its boundary with the lower mantle, and the mass transfer between the upper and lower mantle is no more (in Cambrian even less) than 10% Allegre, 1997] . Consequently, processes in the D 00 layer may account for only rare large-scale tectonomagmatic events, and it is not surprising that numerous attempts were made to associate long intervals of stable geomagnetic eld of constant polarity with formation of large plumes Courtillot and Besse, 1987 Jacobs, 1994 Larson and Olson, 1991 Loper and McCartney, 1986 McFadden and Merrill, 1984 Rampino, 1988 Vogt, 1972 , 1975 . Also, long-period variations of the geomagnetic eld may be related to prolonged subduction and penetration of lithospheric cold material into the lower mantle with the formation of cold anomalies at the core boundary Eide and Torsvik, 1996] . Both types of the material exchange and energy transfer (plumes and subduction) from core to surface and vice versa imply the processes at the core and Earth's surface to be recurrent. Thus, according to various estimates, the ascent of plumes from the mantle base to surface takes 10 to 40 Myr Courtillot and Besse, 1987 Loper, 1991 Richards et al., 1989 , which is consistent with both spreading rates and continental drift velocities Eide and Torsvik, 1996 Jurdy et al., 1995 Zonenshain et al., 1987 . Lithosphere material reaches the mantle base at even smaller rates. To explain the synchronism, Vogt 1972 Vogt , 1975 ] supposed a very large rate of plume ascent amounting to 1{4 m/yr. Ricou and Gibert 1997] note that abrupt increases in the reversal frequency and moments of major plate reorganization stages (time lags of reversal frequency peaks average 3 Myr) occurred synchronously over the past 160 Myr, which precludes the transfer of the \thermal signal" by means of mantle convection. Both events are independent and are associated with the topography of the core{mantle boundary.
Surface traces of plumes are hotspots. They are virtually immobile with respect to moving plates and spreading of oceanic lithosphere (this fact is used for reconstruction of absolute positions and motions of lithospheric plates Jurdy et al., 1995 Zonenshain et al., 1987 . Therefore, processes in the D 00 layer related to the formation and ascent of plumes are independent o f mantle convective o ws. Then, if long-period variations in the geomagnetic eld are due to the processes in the D 00 layer, no correlation should be expected between plate movements and motions in the layer! For example, tectonic regimes preceding the Permian{Carboniferous Kiaman and Cretaceous Djalal superchrons of constant polarity are basically di erent: the former took place when continents converged to form Pangea, and the latter is associated with the time of its breakup Eide and Torsvik, 1996] .
Asynchronism of processes. Along with the synchronism, a marked time lag of 15{60 Myr is noted between the starting moments of geological epochs and increase in the reversal frequency in the Phanerozoic Khramov et al., 1982 Molostovsky et al., 1976 , in the Paleozoic Didenko, 1998 ], and throughout the Neogaea Pechersky, 1999] , as it is mentioned above. This time lag is naturally associated with processes at the core{ mantle boundary (D 00 layer), and their \signals" reach the surface at the velocity close to that of the continental drift, which is probably controlled by t h e v elocities of mantle convection and plume ascent.
Thus, at least two di erent, external and internal, mechanisms appear to underlie processes in the Earth. The external mechanism is responsible for synchronous processes at its core and surface, and the second one is responsible for the time lag between surface and D 00 layer processes.
As it is evident from the above review, rather numerous attempts have been undertaken to generalize paleomagnetic data for studying the relationships between processes in the lithosphere and at the core. My study di ers by the analysis of as many geomagnetic eld characteristics as possible and encompasses a longer time interval, namely the whole Neogaea.
Part 1. Geomagnetic Field in the Neogaea

Geological Time Scale
All surface phenomena of the Earth, including geomagnetic eld characteristics, are referred, one way o r another, to time (\dated"). Radiometric datings bear a global character, but even they \change" with time, because decay constants are re ned, new methods appear and old ones are improved, and so on. Biostratigraphic datings are less reliable and are often reasonable only on a regional scale. They need be correlated with the general geochronological scale. However, time and again this scale is improved, and paleomagnetic data obtained at various times are time correlated with somewhat di erent g e o c hronological scales. Therefore, it is important t o c hoose the scale that xes dates for the greater part of the available information, and the remaining data should be correlated with this scale. This is the geochronological scale of Harland et al. 1990] , with the following corrections introduced into position of boundaries in the Cambrian and Vendian Grotzinger et al., 1995] Geomagnetic Polarity Behavior A composite time scale of geomagnetic polarity ( T able 1) was constructed to study the polarity b e h a vior in the Neogaea.
Geomagnetic polarity time scale.
(1) The scale of Harland et al. 1990 ] was taken for times younger than 170 Ma. (2) The magnetostratigraphic scale constructed for the former USSR territory was accepted as a basis for the Paleozoic and Mesozoic time Khramov et al., 1982 Molostovsky and . It was improved and complemented by the following regional magnetostratigraphic scales: (a) Upper Triassic{ Lower Jurassic of the Newark basin Witte et al., 1991] (b) Carboniferous of North America Opdyke and Divenere, 1995] Gallet and Pavlov, 1996 , 1999 Pavlov and Gallet, 1998 ] (f) Lower Cambrian of East Siberia Kirschvink and Rozanov, 1984] . (3) The following data were used for the Vendian and Riphean: (a) composite magnetostratigraphic scales of the Vendian{Riphean of Kuznetskii Alatau, East Siberia Osipova et al., 1988] and mid-Proterozoic supergroup, Montana and Idaho, North America Elston and Bressler, 1980] these scales are intercorrelated both generally and in the number of reversals (b) Vendian section of the Pridnestrov'e area Tretyak et al., 1996] (c) part of the Upper Riphean Katav F ormation section, South Ural Komissarova et al., 1997] Klewin and Berg, 1990 ] (e) magnetostratigraphic section of Lower Riphean deposits, McArthur basin, Australia Idnurm, 1992] .
Younger scale intervals are naturally more reliable than older ones. Magnetostratigraphic data, obtained I  II  I  II  I  II  I  II  I  II  I  II  I II 0.78 N 9.48 N 19.00 N 32.01 N 53.69 N 129.82 N 151.46 N 0.91 R 9.49 R 19.26 R 34.26 R 54.05 R 130.19 R 151.51 R 0.97 N 9.80 N 20.23 N 34.44 N 54.65 N 130.57 N 151.56 N 1.65 R 9.83 R 20.52 R 34.50 R 57.19 R 130.63 R 151.61 R 1.88 N 10.13 N 20.74 N 34.82 N 57.80 N 131.00 N 151.69 N 2.06 R 10.15 R 20.97 R 36.12 R 58.78 R 131.02 R 152.53 R 2.09 N 10.43 N 21.37 N 36.32 N 59.33 N 131.36 N 152.66 N 2.45 R 10.57 R 21.60 R 36.35 R 61.65 R 131.65 R 152.84 R 2.91 N 10.63 N 21.75 N 36.54 N 62.17 N 132.53 N 153.21 N 2.98 R 11.11 R 21.93 R 36.93 R 62.94 R 133.03 R 153.49 R 3.07 N 11.18 N 22.03 N 37.16 N 63.78 N 133.08 N 153.52 N 3.17 R 11.71 R 22.23 R 37.31 R 64.16 R 133.50 R 154.15 R 3.40 N 11.90 N 22.60 N 37.58 N 64.85 N 134.31 N 154.48 N 3.87 R 12.05 R 22.90 R 37.63 R 65.43 R 134.42 R 154.85 R 3.99 N 12.34 N 23.05 N 38.01 N 67.14 N 134.75 N 154.88 N 4.12 R 12.68 R 23.25 R 38.28 R 67.23 R 135.56 R 155.08 R 4.26 N 12.71 N 23.38 N 39.13 N 68.13 N 135.66 N 155.21 N 4.41 R 12.79 R 24.62 R 39.20 R 70.14 R 135.88 R 155.48 R 4.48 N 12.84 N 24.78 N 39.39 N 70.42 N 136.24 N 155.84 N 4.79 R 13.04 R 25.01 R 39.45 R 70.69 R 136.37 R 156.00 R 5.08 N 13.21 N 25.11 N 39.77 N 72.35 N 136.64 N 156.29 N 5.69 R 13.40 R 25.17 R 39.94 R 72.77 R 137.10 R 156.55 R 5.96 N 13.64 N 25.45 N 40.36 N 72.82 N 137.39 N 156.70 N 6.04 R 13.87 R 25.84 R 40.43 R 73.12 R 138.30 R 156.78 R 6.33 N 14.24 N 26.01 N 40.83 N 79.09 N 139.01 N 156.88 N 6.66 R 14.35 R 26.29 R 40.90 R 83.00 R 139.58 R 156.96 R 6.79 N 14.79 N 26.37 N 41.31 N 118.00 N 141.20 N 157.10 N 7.01 R 14.98 R 26.44 R 42.14 R 118.70 R 141.85 R 157.20 R 7.10 N 15.07 N 27.13 N 42.57 N 121.81 N 142.27 N 157.30 N 7.17 R 15.23 R 27.52 R 43.13 R 122.25 R 143.76 R 157.38 R 7.56 N 15.35 N 28.07 N 44.57 N 123.03 N 144.33 N 157.46 N 7.62 R 16.27 R 28.12 R 47.01 R 125.36 R 144.75 R 157.53 R 7.66 N 16.55 N 28.51 N 48.51 N 126.46 N 144.88 N 157.61 N 8.02 R 16.59 R 29.00 R 50.03 R 127.05 R 144.96 R 157.66 R 8.29 N 16.75 N 29.29 N 50.66 N 127.21 N 145.98 N 157.85 N 8.40 R 16.82 R 29.35 R 51.85 R 127.34 R 146.44 R 158.01 R 8.54 N 16.99 N 29.58 N 52.08 N 127.52 N 146.75 N 158.21 N 8.78 R 17.55 R 30.42 R 52.13 R 127.97 R 146.81 R 158.37 R 8.83 N 17.87 N 30.77 N 52.83 N 128.33 N 147.47 N 158.66 N 8.91 R 18.07 R 30.82 R 53.15 R 128.60 R 148.33 R 158.87 R 9.09 N 18.09 N 31.21 N 53.20 N 128.91 N 149.42 N 159 .80 N 9.14 R 18.50 R 31.60 R 53.39 R 129.43 R 149.89 R 160.33 R both before and after 1980, often do not meet the modern standard requirements of paleomagnetic reliability. There are works in which only the boundary ages of formations and other large units are reported, whereas boundary ages of magnetic zones are estimated approximately, in proportion to section thickness. For example, such an approach w as applied to age determinations of magnetic zone boundaries in sections of the Katav F ormation, Lower Cambrian of Siberia, Mamainse Point, Lower Riphean deposits in the McArthur basin, and others. Some regional scales have gaps and undi erentiated intervals of frequent p o l a r i t y r e v ersals. Gaps in Table 1. Continuation   I  II  I  II  I  II  I  II  I  II I  II  I II  I  II 169.11 N 250.4 N 344.0 N 410.0 N 443.5 N 516.1 N 547.0 N 1618.5 N 169.2 R 288.5 R 345.9 R 410.1 R 445.5 R 518.7 R 550.2 R 1618.8 R 169.7 N 289.0 N 347.0 N 410.2 N 448.6 N 518.9 N 554.0 N 1619.3 N 171.0 R 305.1 R 356.0 R 410.4 R 456.8 R 521.6 R 558.5 R 1619.8 R 171.7 N 305.6 N 359.5 N 410.6 N 465.0 N 521.7 N 559.0 N 1621.2 N 172.8 R 307.4 R 360.8 R 410.7 R 465.9 R 524.8 R 630.7 R 1621.5 R 176.0 N 308.2 N 361.2 N 410.9 N 467.2 N 525.0 N 634.3 N 1623 .9 N 177.9 R 311.5 R 363.5 R 411.1 R 467.5 R 525.1 R 640.0 R 1624. 4 R 178.7 N 312.2 N 363.8 N 411.3 N 467.7 N 525.5 N 648.6 N 1624.9 N 180.4 R 315.1 R 365.6 R 412.7 R 467.9 R 525.55 R 848.9 R 1625.1 R 182.4 N 315.3 N 366.9 N 412.9 N 468.6 N 525.65 N 863.2 N 1632.7 N 185.6 R 315.8 R 369.2 R 413.1 R 472.0 R 525.85 R 902.5 R 1633.2 R 186.3 N 316.8 N 371.5 N 413.2 N 472.3 N 526.0 N 910.4 N 1633.7 N 188.9 R 317.3 R 374.8 R 413.4 R 493.75 R 526.3 R 930.0 R 1634.3 R 199.3 N 317.7 N 376.3 N 413.5 N 496.75 N 526.6 N 931.0 N 1634.5 N 202.3 R 318.3 R 377.7 R 413.7 R 499.0 R 526.65 R 931.5 R 1634.7 R 209.3 N 320.0 N 378.4 N 413.9 N 501.5 N 527.0 N 932.0 N 1634.9 N 214 .2 R 321.0 R 379.2 R 414.1 R 501.8 R 527. 05 R 992.0 R 1635.4 R 214.9 N 321.5 N 380.0 N 414.2 N 502.0 N 527.15 N 1049.0 N 1635.7 N 216.5 R 321.8 R 380.8 R 416.0 R 503.6 R 527.35 R 1078.0 R 1636.1 R 217.9 N 321.9 N 384.1 N 417.2 N 504.4 N 527.4 N 1096.0 N 1638.6 N 219 .1 R 322.6 R 384.9 R 419.1 R 505.9 R 527.7 R 1097.0 R 1641. 5 R 220.4 N 323.3 N 385.9 N 420.4 N 506.0 N 527.8 N 1100.0 N 1655.7 N 221.0 R 323.9 R 386.6 R 420.9 R 507.8 R 528.0 R 1153.0 R 1656.2 R 222.7 N 324.6 N 386.9 N 422.0 N 508.1 N 528.05 N 1228.0 N 1657.2 N 224 .2 R 325.6 R 387.8 R 424.2 R 509.2 R 528.15 R 1260.0 R 1661. 1 R 225.8 N 326.7 N 388.7 N 425.8 N 509.3 N 528.4 N 1264.0 N 1661.8 N 236.0 R 330.7 R 390.8 R 428.3 R 509.35 R 528.5 R 1321.0 R 1663.0 R 241.3 N 331.6 N 392.0 N 428.8 N 509.5 N 528.6 N 1357.0 N 1663.7 N 242.1 R 332.4 R 392.6 R 429.3 R 509.8 R 528.65 R 1378.0 R 1664.0 R 242.9 N 333.2 N 393.1 N 429.5 N 510.0 N 528.75 N 1392.5 N 1666.5 N 243.4 R 333.6 R 393.9 R 429.7 R 510.3 R 528.9 R 1514.0 R 1667.9 R 244.0 N 333.9 N 394.2 N 430.1 N 510.5 N 529.5 N 1535.5 N 1682.6 N 245.0 R 334.2 R 396.6 R 430.8 R 511.7 R 529.65 R 1557.0 R 1683.1 R 245.3 N 335.0 N 399.0 N 433.2 N 511.9 N 529.7 N 1612.8 N 1683.8 N 247.0 R 335.3 R 402.5 R 434.4 R 513.1 R 529.8 R 1613.0 R 1690.8 R 247.4 N 335.9 N 404.0 N 436.8 N 513.3 N 532.9 N 1614.0 N 248.9 R 338.9 R 405.3 R 437.7 R 514.2 R 542.0 R 1614.9 R 249.7 N 340.2 N 405.7 N 439.3 N 514.3 N 544.0 N 1616.3 N 249.9 R 340.8 R 406.8 R 439.7 R 514.4 R 544.7 R 1616.6 R 250.1 N 341.4 N 409.1 N 440.8 N 514.5 N 545.0 N 1617.6 N 250 .2 R 342.8 R 409.7 R 442.7 R 515.1 R 546.6 R 1617.7 R I, Lower boundary of constant polarity i n terval (Myr). II, Polarity: N, normal R, reversed.
the scales caused by lacking data were treated as follows: if magnetic polarities at the ends of an undocumented interval are opposite, the boundary between magnetic zones is xed at midpoint of the interval, and if the ends have the same polarity, it is assigned to the whole interval. Undi erentiated intervals of frequent polarity reversals, recognized in the Paleozoic, were treated by t h e following procedure. As it will be shown below, the majority of short magnetic zones in the Mesozoic and Late Paleozoic are longer than 0.25 Myr, and the undi eren-tiated intervals were \ lled" with uniformly alternating zones of normal and reversed polarities at a frequency of 2{4 reversals per 1 Myr. The composite scale was brought i n to correspondence with the geochronological scale (see above).
Of course, the geomagnetic polarity time scale constructed in this way ( T able 1) is not free from drawbacks and is unsuitable for accurate age correlation and other magnetostratigraphic problems moreover, it may b e i ncomplete, particularly in the Precambrian. However, this work primarily addresses global statistical properties of the scale in order to reveal large-scale regularities and peculiarities in the geomagnetic eld behavior, as well as to correlate those with other large-scale phenomena of the Earth.
I emphasize that the geomagnetic polarity time scale cannot be signi cantly extended into the past, because only episodically there are found rocks older than 2.0 Ga that form continuous stratigraphic sequences una ected by signi cant alterations over their geological history and preserve initial paleomagnetic record.
The geomagnetic polarity time scale underlies the analysis of such paleomagnetic eld characteristics as reversal frequency ( Figure 1a ) and polarity bias (Figure 1c) .
Geomagnetic reversal frequency. To assess the reliability of the polarity time scale and related reversal pattern, relative polarity s i g n c hanges were estimated with the help of other method McElhinny, 1971] , namely from the percentage of individual paleomagnetic determinations (collections) including both eld polarities with respect to their total number in a given time interval (in our case, 10 Myr, Figure 1b ). This method requires statistically representative d a t a and even in this case its results are essentially of comparative merit. In applying this method, I used the paleomagnetic database created by McElhinny and Lock 1990, 1993 ] and compared results with the curve constructed by the same method for the most of Phanerozoic Johnson et al., 1995] . Both curves, based on somewhat di erent approaches to the choice of data, virtually coincided. The Riphean section is less reliable due to long intervals for which the number of paleomagnetic determinations is less than ve or they are unavailable at all.
The geomagnetic eld sign patterns obtained for the Phanerozoic and Vendian by t wo e s s e n tially independent methods are qualitatively very similar, thereby con rming the reliability of the polarity v ariation (cyclicity) pattern, at least in the Phanerozoic and Vendian. Application of the two methods to the Riphean yielded di ering results, which indicates the Riphean reversal pattern and Riphean interval of the polarity t i m e scale to be incomplete Pechersky, 1997] . For example, marked increases in the reversal frequency obtained for the intervals 750{850 Ma, near 950 Ma, and others ( Figure 1b) are not matched by a noticeable increase in the eld reversal frequency in the polarity time scale (Figure 1a) .
The above similarity b e t ween reversal frequency variations obtained by di erent methods is unrelated to their amplitudes: even in the most reliable, Cenozoic{ Late Paleozoic interval of the scale (Figure 1a) , the peak-to-valley value of the eld reversal frequency variations as determined by the second method ( Figure 1b ) is several times higher than the actual value. However, their synchronism and cyclicity in the Phanerozoic{ Vendian allow one to expect that the Riphean data are, on the whole, also reliable.
As it is evident from Table 1 and Figure 1 , geomagnetic polarity patterns in the Phanerozoic and Precambrian are strongly di erent: Phanerozoic reversals were more frequent than Precambrian ones moreover, a general increase in the number of reversals is observed: on average, one reversal occurs every 15.6 Myr in the Riphean, 1.7 Myr in the Paleozoic, 1.2 Myr in the Mesozoic, and 0.35 Myr in the Cenozoic, with long intervals of constant magnetic polarity being rather uniformly distributed throughout the Neogaea.
Magnetic polarity bias. Whereas the symmetry of magnetic hydrodynamics equations implies both polarities of the geomagnetic eld to be equiprobable, intervals of dominating, normal or reversed, polarity are actually observed ( Figure 1c ). Importantly, t h e Phanerozoic polarity asymmetry derived from the geomagnetic polarity time scale coincides with the statistical estimation of the bias obtained from paleomagnetic directions of each collection included in the paleomagnetic database Algeo, 1996] , thereby con rming the reliability of the Phanerozoic polarity bias. Unfortunately, the second method fails to specify the polarity asymmetry in the Riphean, because polarity determinations are lacking for many database entries McElhinny and Lock, 1990, 1993] .
The observed complicated behavior of the polarity asymmetry cannot be explained within the framework of current dynamo models. Apparently, its origin should be sought for not in the core but in the mantle, its interaction with the core, and in external sources that change geomagnetic eld generation conditions. Duration of single-polarity magnetic zones.
Histograms of magnetic zone durations (Figure 2 ) are generally similar for various time intervals. First, each histogram has a single mode and is close to a lognormal distribution, which indicates representativity o f t h e Phanerozoic and Precambrian scales. Second, lengths of magnetic zones gradually increase with age, from 0.1{ 0.2 Myr in the Anthropogene{Miocene (Figure 2a ) to 0.5{1 Myr in the time interval from the Early Mesozoic{ Late Paleozoic (Figure 2d, e) through the earliest Riphean (Figure 2g) . Therefore, magnetic zones are mostly 0.2{2.5 Myr long throughout the Neogaea and, beginning from the Late Mesozoic, gradually decreases to 0.1{0.5 Myr. This fact cannot be accounted for by systematic errors, because the mode is mostly displaced within the scale interval constructed by one method, mainly from linear magnetic anomalies in oceans (Figures 2a{2c) . Third, numerous data Petrova, 1989 Petrova and Pospelova, 1990 Petrova et al., 1992] indicate the presence of very short episodes of opposite polarities and excursions not included in the scales used for the construction of the composite Neogaean scale. For example, the Brunhes subchron includes at least ten of such excursions. Thus, many tens of magnetic zones that are shorter than 0.01 Myr may exist they form a separate set and have other origin. Fourth, the right-hand \tails" of the histograms disappear in the interval from the Riphean to Cenozoic (Figure 2 ): the percentage of zones longer than 5 Myr is 35% in Riphean, 6% in Paleozoic, and 2.6% in Late Mesozoic in Cenozoic those are absent. Fifth, the Neogaea includes intervals dominated by one polarity as long as tens of millions of years (superchrons and hyperchrons according to magnetostratigraphic classi cation Khramov et al., 1982 Molostovsky and Khramov, 1984 Molostovsky et al., 1976 Pechersky, 1985 ). They are \centered" at rather regularly distributed moments of 1680, 1520, 1360, 1150, 1100, 900, 700, 630, 470, 290 , and 100 Ma spaced by about 160{200 Myr with the exception of two anomalies between 1150 and 1100 Ma and between 700 and 630 Ma (Figure 1a, b) .
Thus, in view of data on excursions and short episodes, at least three eld generation modes are conceivable. Fractal analysis of the scale Pechersky et al., 1997] substantiates reliability of the above pattern (see below).
Fractal Analysis of the Reversal Scale
The case study of the geomagnetic polarity time scale over the past 170 Myr showed that the reversal sequence is aperiodic (in the strict sense of this term) and random and have fractal properties Ermushev et al., 1992 Gafn, 1989 Ivanov, 1996 Merrill and McElhinny, 1983 . Presently, n umerical modeling methods applied to the fractal sequence of geomagnetic reversals yield rather divergent results. There are models that give periodic or quasi-periodic solutions on the other hand, Anufriev and Sokolo 1994 ] obtained reversal sequences with fractal properties consistent with observations. The long Neogaean scale allows a more detailed examination of its fractal properties Pechersky et al., 1997] .
A c haracteristic feature of the Neogaean scale is the presence of constant polarity i n tervals whose lengths differ by m o r e t h a n t wo orders of magnitude (Table 1) , which implies possible similarity b e t ween various time scales (fractality).
To study fractal properties of a geomagnetic polarity scale of length T , l e t N be the number of time intervals of length which c o n tain at least one reversal of the scale. The log-log dependence of ln N versus ln is a linear function whose slope is the fractal dimension d. Time series that have a constant dimension from the interval 0:5 < d < 1 o ver the time period under consideration are fractal, i.e. they possess the self-similarity property.
Two linear intervals with d 1 0:5 a n d d 2 0:87 are recognized in the interval 170{0 Ma, with the slope of the function N ( ) changing at about 2 Myr Ivanov, 1996] . For the intervals 250{0 Ma (Cenozoic{Mesozoic, the scale is nearly as reliable as in the previous interval) and 560{0 Ma (Phanerozoic) , the fractal characteristics remain almost the same: d 1 0:55 and d 2 0:83, and the kink is displaced toward greater (Figure 3 ) Pechersky et al., 1997] . Finally, i f t h e i n terval 1700{ 0 Ma is considered, a second kink at of about 50 Myr appears, and three linear segments are recognized with d 1 0:55, d 2 0:66, and d 3 0:87. The second kink of the function N ( ) may be due to either (a) the fact that the Precambrian scale interval is less studied or (b) the presence of a physical process having a di erent fractal dimension. The following test Pechersky et al., 1997] was performed to verify the rst hypothesis: all Neogaean intervals with < 1 Myr were rejected (about 20% of reversals remained), but this did not affect the position of the kink within the 1700{0 Ma interval (d 1 0:52 and d 2 0:88). Since missing reversals in the Precambrian interval of the Neogaean scale are unlikely to exceed 80%, they cannot be responsible for the second kink in N ( ):
To v erify the second hypothesis, relatively uniform intervals with minimum reversal frequency (1600{445, 370{170, and 125{73 Ma) were chosen. Then, the remaining intervals are characterized by higher reversal frequencies, and fractal analysis was applied separately to each o f t h e t wo sets. I should emphasize that each group included intervals from both the Cenozoic{ Mesozoic and less reliable Early Paleozoic{Precambrian segments of the scale. Analysis of the rst set yielded the N ( ) kink at the same place as in the 1700{0 Ma variant (Figure 3 ) and the same dimensions of the sets (Table 1 ) (b) relative v ariation in the eld sign, de ned as the ratio of individual paleomagnetic direction determinations of a given polarity t o t h e t o t a l n umber of determinations in a given time interval (c) geomagnetic polarity bias (normal polarity percentage) determined from the polarity scale (Table 1) resents superposition of three processes with fractal dimensions d 1 0:56, d 2 0:66, and d 3 0:87. The rst is nearly chaotic, and the third results in concentrations (clusterization) of polarity reversals with appearance of long intervals of rare reversals in the scale, this is reected by regularly alternating superzones of frequent reversals (unstable eld) and constant polarity ( s t a b l e eld). Moreover, patterns with di erent dimensions are superimposed, and the d 2 0:66 pattern may be a result of such a superposition. This is con rmed by t h e sample dependence of kink positions and by the fact that a gradual increase in the starting time moment d o e s not produce in abrupt transitions between the curves N ( ) but results in their smooth deformation associated with the lengthening of the series Pechersky et al., 1997] . Any i n terpretation of fractal analysis results Anufriev and Sokolo , 1994 Ivanov, 1996 Pechersky et al., 1997 indicates the geomagnetic reversal sequence to be fractal, with a dimension d of about 0.5{0.6 and 0.9, which is conformable to the observed alternation of high reversal frequency intervals with rather long intervals of rare reversals and to chaotic distribution of reversals spaced by less than 2{3 Myr Cox, 1981] . These regularities are observed against the background of a general increase in the reversal frequency from the Early Riphean to Late Cenozoic, with cyclicity of long intervals of constant polarity being on the whole preserved.
Wavelet Analysis
Fourier analysis is commonly used to reveal periodicities in a time series. However, formal application of Fourier analysis to the geomagnetic eld can produce various artifacts, false periods, etc. This problem can be solved through the application of wavelet analysis which compares a signal studied with a nite wave train rather than an in nite sinusoid employed in the Fourier analysis. The geomagnetic polarity time scale is described by a step function whose Fourier spectrum contains numerous multiple harmonics, whereas the wavelet analysis does not produce multiple harmonics and is ecient in studies of spectral properties of aperiodic signals Holschneider, 1995] . Wavelets are a family of oscillating self-similar functions varying in scale that are localized in both physical and Fourier spaces. Wavelet analysis allows one to study spectrally nonstationary processes, examine the phase behavior of components of a quasi-periodic process, and estimate its energy characteristics. As comp a r e d w i t h t h e F ourier analysis, resulting spectra are smoother and free from multiple and combination frequencies. Another advantage of the wavelet analysis is its applicability to time series with missing observations Galyagin and Frik, 1996] .
The choice of a speci c wavelet depends on the purposes of analysis. In our case Galyagin et al., 1999] , the Morle and \Mexican hat" wavelets were employed. The wavelet transformation transfers a function of one variable t into the plane of two v ariables t and a. Here, t speci es the wavelet center position on the time axis, and the parameter a characterizes the time scale of oscillations and coincides with their period if the Morle wavelet is used. An analogue of the Fourier spectrum is the so-called integral wavelet spectrum obtained by integration of the squared wavelet modulus along the time axis.
Wavelet analysis of the reversal frequency in the Neogaea. Periods of the integral wavelet spectrum F (t) (15, 30, 50{60, 70, 100{110, 130, 180, 220, Figure 4 . General cyclicity of main geomagnetic eld characteristics in the Neogaea (wavelet analysis data Galyagin et al., 1999] : (1) reversal frequency F (2) duration of single-polarity zones (scale) (3) paleointensity H a (4) paleointensity v ariation (standard deviation) dH (5) relative v ariation in paleointensity dH=H a (6) total amplitude of eld direction (S) v ariations.
280, and 390 Myr) are essentially the same as those previously obtained McElhinny, 1971 Merrill and McElhinny, 1983 Pechersky and Nechaeva, 1988 . As distinct from other methods of spectral analysis, wavelet data provide time evolution of the spectrum. We consider the Neogaean evolution of the wavelet spectrum (Figure 4 ) Galyagin et al., 1999] . First, the Vendian{Phanerozoic and Riphean patterns are drastically di erent. Second, an oscillation with a period of about 400 Myr is recognizable throughout the Vendian{Phanerozoic interval this period decreases from more than 450 Myr in the Vendian to less than 400 Myr in the Late Cenozoic 
Wavelet analysis of the geomagnetic polarity time scale. It is interesting to apply the wavelet analysis to the polarity scale proper Galyagin et al., 1998 Galyagin et al., , 1999 . The integral wavelet spectrum is relatively smooth and exhibits one pronounced peak (a 180 Myr) and a numb e r o f w eak peaks at 12, 23, 43, 60, 100, 180, 300, and 600 Myr Galyagin et al., 1999] . The picture on the wavelet plane is considerably di erent f r o m t h e reversal frequency spectrum (Figure 4) . The oscillation with a 180-Myr period exists over the interval 1450{ 850 Ma. The period is 160 Myr in the middle of the interval and increases to 180{200 Myr at its ends. In the Phanerozoic, this pattern is changed by a rather stable oscillation, with its period gradually increasing from 250 to 300 Myr in the interval 450{100 Ma. The remaining \periods" observed in the integral spectrum are due to local events (pulses). Three intervals are recognized: (a) Vendian{Phanerozoic (630{0 Ma), includes ve pulses, with average spacing between them being 125 Myr (b) middle Middle Riphean{middle Late Riphean (1260{860 Ma), ve pulses, average spacing of 80 Myr and (c) Early{Middle Riphean (1670{1260 Ma), three pulses, average spacing of 140 Myr. A \quies-cence" interval is con dently de ned between 850 and 650 Ma (Figure 4) .
Overall, wavelet planes of the polarity scale and reversal frequency (in essence, entirely di erent e n tities) yield similar evolution patterns of geomagnetic eld in the Phanerozoic and Precambrian Galyagin et al., 1999] .
Summary Amplitude of Paleovariations in the Geomagnetic Field Direction.
The geomagnetic polarity time scale yields evidence of the eld sign, i.e. maximum changes of the eld direction. The paleomagnetic database McElhinny and Lock, 1990, 1993] provides the possibility of estimating the summary amplitude of paleovariations in the eld direction, amounting to a few tens of degrees. Theoretically, the summary amplitude is de ned by the standard angular deviation S = 8 1 =K 1=2 Fisher et al., 1987 Khramov et al., 1982 Merrill and McElhinny, 1983 , where K is the precision parameter of individual vector directions for their normal distribution on sphere. The S value was determined in this way for the whole Neogaea Pechersky, 1996 Pechersky, , 1997 .
Index of paleomagnetic reliability. Each paleomagnetic determination of the paleomagnetic database is characterized by its index of paleomagnetic reliability (IPR) varying from 0 to 1 and depending on the number of samples involved in a given determination, precision parameter of paleomagnetic directions, availability of thermal and alternating eld demagnetization data, paleomagnetic reliability tests (baked contact, pebble, fold, and reversal tests), quality of laboratory paleomagnetic measurements and their processing, and age determinations of rocks and stable component o f n a t ural remanent magnetization (NRM). Age determination was shown to have the greatest e ect on the IPR value (particularly for Precambrian rocks) and considerably increase the scatter in S values close in age.
The IPR value was taken as a weight in the calculation of S means for each 10-Myr intervals Pechersky, 1996 Pechersky, , 1997 . Weighted means of S from volcanic and sedimentary rocks younger than 10 Ma do not di er on a signi cant l e v el decreasing IPR results in an increase in S from 3{4 at IPR>0.6 to 8 at IPR 0.2. Therefore, low-IPR S means may be considered reliable, which is especially important in the case of Precambrian determinations dominated by I P R 0.2.
Rock t ypes. All rocks are subdivided into four groups according to their NRM origin: (a) volcanic rocks with the most probable primary thermal remanent magnetization (TRM) in the context of our study, t h e lava cooling and related acquisition of geomagnetic direction may be considered instantaneous (b) intrusive rocks with probably dominating primary TRM however, due to slow cooling of large bodies, variations may be averaged in a collection and even in an individual sample (c) sedimentary rocks they may preserve i nformation about primary detrital remanent magnetization and exhibit marked averaging of variations within a sample due to slow deposition of sediments, postsedimentary processes, and early diagenesis (d) \metamor-phic" rocks these are rocks that experienced various alterations, including the acquisition of a secondary, often postfolding, crystallization or chemical remanent m a gnetization acquisition time of ancient magnetization in this rock group can be long, and as a result the scatter in S values is the largest. Evidently, metamorphism affects all groups of rocks, particularly ancient ones, which gives rise to a higher scatter in S values and thereby affects both the magnetization age and their relation to the variation amplitude.
Weighted averages of S insigni cantly di er in young volcanic, intrusive, and sedimentary rocks, and relative v ariations in S, a veraged over 10-Myr age intervals in the Phanerozoic and Precambrian are also similar Pechersky, 1997] . In view of this similarity, d a t a on all types of rocks are grouped in accordance with their IPR weight (Figure 1d ). Information is irregularly distributed in time: data from the Phanerozoic are more representative, whereas Precambrian determinations are fewer, and their quality i s w orse (determinations with IPR 0.2 are predominant) Pechersky, 1997] .
In uence of geomagnetic reversals. To include the possible e ect of transitional reversal zones, collections with a constant polarity ( S 0 ) and those with both polarities (S m ) w ere separately analyzed. The probability of nding transitional-zone samples in the mixedpolarity collections was higher. Correspondingly, t h e S value from mixed-polarity collections of coeval rocks of one group is on average markedly higher than from single-polarity collections. This fact was accounted for through division by S m =S 0 averaged over rocks of a given age from a given group, which reduced the scatter in data but did not a ect the general behavior of S, and the Precambrian pattern became better resolved Pechersky, 1997] .
Latitude e ect. To analyze the dependence of S on the determination latitude of paleomagnetic direction, the deviation of paleomagnetic latitude from its actual value should be rst found. Possible underestimation of paleomagnetic latitude was analyzed using paleomagnetic data over the past 10 Myr, when the true latitude of the stable NRM component acquisition, insigni cantly disturbed by lateral movement of crustal blocks, is known Pechersky, 1996] . Mean paleolatitudes, calculated from 10 intervals of the true latitude of sampling sites for both volcanic and sedimentary rocks from mixed-and single-polarity collections, deviate from the true latitude by n o m o r e t h a n 1 0 . Thus, the paleolatitude underestimation is on average insigni cant.
We consider the latitude dependence of S for two main states of the geomagnetic eld: (a) stable normal or reversed polarity, and (b) frequent polarity reversals Pechersky, 1996 Pechersky, , 1997 . Averaging data over age intervals of the stable eld ( Figure 5 ) yields the inverse latitude dependence of S close to the dipole eld model of secular variations, secular variation amplitude of the present eld observed in the northern hemisphere Kono and Tanaka, 1995 McElhinny and McFadden, 1997 Pesonen et al., 1994 Yanovskii, 1978 , and paleovariation amplitude in the Permian and Carboniferous, when the eld was stable Khramov et al., 1982] . This dependence is not observed during the high reversal frequency intervals (Figure 5d ), which allows the following conclusions to be drawn. (1) The latitude dependence of S implies that its average value yields adequate constraints on the summary amplitude of paleovariations in the eld direction. (2) Field generation conditions in the 1700-Ma interval were similar in the periods of stable (normal and reversed) polarity. (3) The summary amplitude of direction variations did not depend on latitude in the high reversal frequency intervals. The mean amplitude of the unstable eld behavior (S = 15 , Figure 5d ) does not di er from the mean amplitude of the stable one near the equator (Figure 5i the S independence of latitude is not due to an increase in the variation amplitude that would mask S variation with latitude, but it is a regularity inherent i n a speci c generation mode of the geomagnetic eld. The example of secular variations in the present eld direction has shown that, rst, their latitude dependence is markedly di erent in the northern and southern hemispheres McFadden et al., 1988 Merrill and McElhinny, 1983 Pesonen et al., 1994 second, the secular variation amplitude depends not only on latitude but also, to a large degree, on longitude Shibuya et al., 1995 Tsunakawa, 1988 and, third, the eld that existed at the core surface during the past 300 years includes, in addition to the dipole part, a combination of stable constant, immobile uctuating, and drifting components Gubbins, 1987] , which m a r k edly smooth the average latitude dependence. The above indicates that the amplitude of secular variations in the eld direction is dominated by a nondipole component which strongly varies at the Earth's surface during epochs of unstable geomagnetic eld behavior, whereas during stable eld periods the nondipole eld variations are regular and symmetrical and, as a result, evidently depend on latitude. The two t ypes of eld behavior are also recognizable from the analysis of geomagnetic polarity o ver the past 1700 Myr, providing an independent argument for the result derived from the study of the variation amplitude. The accuracy and representativity of data are still insu cient for the analysis of intermediate eld states between the two regimes considered above, transition time between those, and stability time intervals of each regime. The eld stability i n tervals are likely to exist during very short times, alternating with and superimposing on one another Pesonen et al., 1994] .
Thus, similar to the geomagnetic polarity behavior (Figure 1d ), two i n tervals, Phanerozoic and Precambrian, di ering in the type of variations in S are recognized, and the boundary between them lies at about 600 Ma. This may be explained in part by the amount and quality of data, but the characteristic features discussed above suggest that these two t ypes of polarity behavior are likely to have actually existed. Irrespective of paleolatitude, the value of S very smoothly increases from 13 to 16 in a 1450{450-Ma interval and afterward gradually decreases to 12 until presently. Highfrequency S uctuations within 1;4 occur against the background of this smooth variation in the amplitude of paleovariations.
Wavelet analysis of the summary amplitude of eld direction variations Galyagin et al., 1999] .
The smooth integral wavelet spectrum of the S time series exhibits weak peaks at 45, 80, 160, 300, 450, and about 1000 Myr. As it is evident from the wavelet plane (Figure 4 ), these periods are local maximums. The pattern is rather uniform at a > 100 Myr. The di erence between the Phanerozoic and Precambrian generation modes is obvious at characteristic times smaller than 100 Myr: an interval of more intense Precambrian variations is observed at these times.
Variation in the Paleointensity (Modulus of the Field Intensity)
The absolute value of paleointensity is mostly determined by using heating methods (Thellier, Wilson{ Burakov, van Zijl, Shaw, and others Khramov et al., 1982 Merrill and McElhinny, 1983 Pechersky, 1985 ). The Thellier method with controllable mineral alterations is believed to be most reliable. In addition to determinations of the paleointensity H a and related estimates of the magnetic dipole moment (DM) incorporated in the Database Tanaka and Kono, 1994 ], we u s e d data on the Paleozoic and Precamb r i a n t h a t w ere not included in this database Harcombe-Smee e t a l . , 1994 Mikhailova et al., 1994 Oppenheim et al., 1994 Pavlov et al., 1992 Starunov et al., 1996 Thomas, 1993 Thomas and Piper, 1995 Ueno, 1995 .
The H a and DM determinations are distributed very irregularly in time. Thus, in many i n tervals occasionally reaching a length of 100 Myr, the determinations are absent at all (Figure 1e ) Pechersky, 1998 ]. Coverage of a 400{0-Ma interval (1058 determinations) is on the whole satisfactory, whereas only 89 determinations are available for the Early Paleozoic{Precambrian. 681 of 1063 determinations from the Phanerozoic and 83 of 84 in the Riphean were made by using the Thellier method Pechersky, 1998 ].
The values of paleointensity and related DM vary within a wide range, from <5 t o >100 T (Figures 1e{  1g) . (The majority o f H a > 100 T v alues were obtained with the help of the Shaw method!) The scatter (standard deviation) in the H a and DM determinations close in age was taken as a characteristic of the paleointensity variation amplitude.
Reliability index of paleointensity determination. Similar to the analysis of data on paleomagnetic directions used for the estimation of the amplitude of paleovariations, reliability indexes of paleointensity determinations (RIPs), ranging from 0 to 1, are introduced. The maximu m R I P = 1 c haracterizes samples from baking zones and rapidly cooling lavas maximum RIPs of 1, 0.6, 0.6, and 0.5 are given by the methods of Thellier, Shaw, Wilson{Burakov, and van Zijl, respectively and RIP values of not more than 0.2 characterize other methods and paleointensity estimates obtained from relative v alues of thermoremanent magnetization (TRM) created in laboratory in a given external magnetic eld and natural remanent magnetization (NRM). If data on paleomagnetic direction are unavailable, a value of 0.3 is subtracted from the pertinent R I P . R I P values reduced by 0.2{0.3 are commonly adopted for determinations made before 1970 and, nally, l o wer RIP values are assigned to less accurately dated determinations. Most authors assume that ages of rocks and stable natural remanence component coincide, provided the component is a primary TRM, the Database Tanaka and Kono, 1994 ] provides very little information about the validity of the primary thermal origin of remanence. 
Calculation of mean paleointensities includes a RIP as a w eight o f e a c h determination.
The majority of determinations have RIP 0.5 (RIPs are close to unity for many of those) mostly due to numerous Thellier determinations from baked rocks, performed by G . M . S o l o d o vnikov and covering a 400{0-Ma interval. RIP does not exceed 0.2 in the age intervals 70{80, 170{180, 220{230, and 360{370 Ma most Riphean determinations have RIP = 0.4{0.5 mainly due to lacking information about paleomagnetic directions and inaccuracy of datings Pechersky, 1998 ].
The in uence of geomagnetic reversals. Paleointensity is known to considerably decrease during geomagnetic reversals and excursions, but we are not interested in the eld behavior during reversals. For this reason we did not consider Database determinations that were attributed by their authors to reversal zones, as well as abnormally low H a values whose directions are untypical of their time and site.
Latitude e ect. A close linear relation between H a and DM (Figure 6 ) Pechersky, 1998 ] re ects obvious predominance of the dipole component i n H a . T h e H a value changes across the H a (DM band by about 35%, yielding variation in the present dipole eld intensity from equator to pole. The band length which re ects the amplitude of variations in both H a and DM considerably overlaps the possible latitude dependence of H a :
I consider the latitude dependence of paleointensity for two cases of geomagnetic eld regime: (1) unstable, with frequent reversals, and (2) stable, with very rare reversals. The time intervals 45{0 Ma and 310{ 260 Ma will be examined where paleointensity data are su ciently representative a n d c o ver a wide range of paleolatitudes. In both cases, irrespective of the reversal regime, H a averages over latitude intervals are close to the line representing the latitude dependence of eld intensity of the central axial dipole (Figure 7a ) therefore, the paleointensity is close to the central axial dipole eld irrespective of the reversal regime. The closeness of the DM to the central axial dipole is substantiated by t h e comparison of average DMs in the southern and northern hemispheres in the age interval 7{0 Ma. Such a n interval is chosen because it is the only one in which the numbers of DM determinations in the southern (56 collections) and northern (127 collections) are more or less comparable and cover a su ciently wide interval of latitudes. Average DMs in the northern and southern hemispheres di er insigni cantly: (7:4 3:6) 10 22 A m 2 (RIP=0.65) and (8:5 2:7) 10 22 A m 2 (RIP=0.77), respectively. T o v erify stability of these results, the age interval was divided into the intervals 0.9{0 and 7{1 Ma, which g a ve nearly the same values Pechersky, 1998 ]. Thus, one may state that the geomagnetic eld is close to that of a central axial dipole.
The latitude dependence of H a variations is quite different (Figure 7b ): the high reversal frequency period is characterized by an increase of the variation amplitude with latitude, which does not agree with the dipole eld behavior, whereas the amplitude decreases with latitude, in accordance with the dipole eld, during the stable eld period.
Smoothing. To reduce the scatter in data connected with dating uncertainties and systematic errors, all results were subdivided into 10-Myr intervals in which H a and DM averages and standard deviations dH were calculated, with weights taken in accordance with RIP indexes. The 10-Myr averages were then smoothed both with and without weighting. Smoothing windows of 30 Myr and more in length and a step of 10 Myr were used Pechersky, 1998 ].
Wavelet analysis of paleointensity. In contrast to the geomagnetic polarity scale, the time series of the intensity modulus includes noticeable breaks (Figure 1 ) Pechersky, 1998 ]. A speci c wavelet analysis procedure was developed to analyze such series Frik, 1996 Galyagin et al., 1999 ]. The integral spectrum of H a exhibits peaks of 45, 140, 260, and 560 Myr. The wavelet plane of H a (Figure 1 ) Galyagin et al., 1999] di ers from those discussed above. Only two oscillations with relatively long periods of 230{260 Myr (from about 500 Ma until present time) and 135 Myr (approximately from 1200 to 1000 Ma) are more or less reliably recognized, and a series of local maximums with periods of 30 to 80 Myr is additionally observed. Two areas of 1600{1450 and 850{450 Ma, clearly observed on the plane, are related in part to lacking data (Figure 1e ) on the other hand, they resemble similar areas of other eld characteristics, not related to lacking data (Figure 1 ). This mostly concerns the boundary region between the Riphean and Phanerozoic (circa 850{450 Ma).
Wavelet analysis of paleointensity v ariations.
To analyze the paleointensity v ariation, I consider the time behavior of the standard deviation dH and ratio dH=H a . The integral spectrum of dH is very close to the H a spectrum and has only one additional peak yielding a period of 60 Myr. The spectrum dH=H a is somewhat di erent and exhibits peaks with 40, 100, 180, 320, and 500 Myr. Like i n tegral spectra, the wavelet spectra of H a and dH are on the whole similar Galyagin et al., 1999] . Thus, the higher is the intensity o f a n o s c i l l ation, the stronger is its variation. The wavelet plane of dH=H a has generally the same pattern as those of H a and dH:
The general pattern of paleointensity behavior. The above data on the paleointensity behavior reveal three tendencies: (1) The H a and dH scatter within comparatively narrow time limits is likely to reect the paleointensity v ariation amplitude. (2) Relatively smooth long-period cyclic variations in H a and DM are observed (with periods ranging from several tens to several hundreds of millions of years). (3) The average paleointensity level in Precambrian (DM averages 6:5 10 22 A m 2 ) is higher than in Phanerozoic (DM averages 4:8 10 22 A m 2 ) the Riphean is characterized by a general drop in paleointensity, and its general increase is observed in the Phanerozoic.
Main Features of the Geomagnetic Field Behavior in the Neogaea 1. The Neogaea is evidently dominated by the reversed geomagnetic polarity, but the normal polarity percentage increases, against the background of marked uctuations, from the Early Paleozoic to the present time the whole Phanerozoic is a transitional, unstablepolarity i n terval. This instability appears as a marked increase in reversal frequency and the shortening of single-polarity magnetic zones. The mean reversal frequency is less than 1 reversal every 10 Myr in the Precambrian (magnetic zones 1 to 100 Myr long are predominant), about 6 reversals every 10 Myr in the Paleozoic (magnetic zones 0.5 to 5 Myr long), over 8 reversals every 10 Myr in the Mesozoic (0.2 to 2.5 Myr), and about 30 reversals every 10 Myr in the Cenozoic (0.05 to 1 Myr), the frequency increasing from 12 per 10 Myr in the Early Cenozoic to 43 in the last 10-Myr interval. The aforementioned asymmetry of the eld, as well as the regular distributions of its reversal frequency and lengths of constant-polarity i n tervals indicate that at least two eld generation modes existed over the past 1700 Myr. The rst mode was typical of the Precambrian and Paleozoic, when long stable-eld intervals of mostly reversed polarity prevailed the second mode characterized by f r e q u e n t r e v ersals was typical of Mesozoic and especially Cenozoic. Activities of both modes largely overlapped in time. Long stable eld intervals of constant polarity w ere rather uniformly distributed in the Neogaea: their centers (Figure 1a, b) at about 1680, 1520,, 1360, 1150, 1100, 900, 700, 630, 470, 290 , and 100 Ma are spaced by 160{200 Myr except for two anomalies between 1150 and 1100 Ma and between 700 and 630 Ma, whereas the reversal frequency between these intervals considerably increases in the Phanerozoic.
The reversal sequence is fractal, with the dimensions d 0.5{0.6 and 0.9, i.e., has the property of selfsimilarity of large-scale processes in accordance with the observed reversal distribution: alternation of high reversal frequency zones with fairly long intervals of rare reversals. On the other hand, their distribution within intervals of high reversal frequency is nearly chaotic (d < 0:6):
2. The summary amplitude behavior of eld direction paleovariations is on the whole characterized by t h e same regularities as the reversal frequency variations the Riphean amplitudes vary between 10 and 14 and occasionally reach 2 0 their general level weakly rises, whereas an inverse situation is observed in the Phanerozoic: against the background of weak uctuations, S smoothly falls from 18 in the Vendian to 11 in the Cretaceous. The analysis of latitude dependence of S from three main states of the geomagnetic eld (stably normal polarity, stably reversed polarity, and frequent reversals) leads to the following conclusions. (a) The variation in S with latitude implies that the paleovariations in the summary amplitude of geomagnetic eld, prevailing in the Precambrian and Paleozoic, are consistent with a central axial dipole, and (b) this amplitude was on average independent of the paleolatitude in high reversal frequency zones. Furthermore, average amplitudes of unstable and stable regimes virtually coinciding, the invariability o f S with latitude is the evidence of a di erent mode of geomagnetic eld generation.
Mean paleolatitudes calculated from paleomagnetic inclinations provided by collections of young volcanic and sedimentary rocks of single or mixed polarity d i e r from the true latitude by less than 10 , w h i c h implies that, on average, the paleolatitude is not overly underestimated.
3. Three tendencies are recognizable in the intensity behavior during the Neogaea:
(a) The scatter in H a and DM (standard deviation dH) within relatively narrow time limits is likely to re ect the amplitude of intensity paleovariations the dH=H a value appears to correlate with intervals of predominant r e v ersed polarity (especially noticeable in the Riphean) and with reversal frequency.
(b) Relatively smooth long-period cyclic variations in H a and DM are observed (over times of few tens to few hundreds of millions of years). Correlated extremums being nearly as frequent a s a n ticorrelated ones, the time distribution of extremums of both types is rather chaotic except for the correlation between the DM and polarity asymmetry: correlation of extremums is almost everywhere normal in the Phanerozoic and inverse in the Riphean. The dH and dH=H a values correlate with the polarity asymmetry and reversal frequency F , and the polarity asymmetry is anticorrelated with F and S in the Riphean (the correlation is mostly positive i n t h e Mesozoic and Cenozoic). Most noticeable is the correlation, observed throughout the Neogaea, between the lower amplitude relative v ariation of the paleointensity dH=H a and Neogaean intervals of lower frequency or absence of reversals (Figure 1) . (c) The mean level of paleointensity in the Precambrian (DM = 6:5 10 22 A m 2 ) w as higher than in the Phanerozoic (DM = 4:8 10 22 A m 2 ) the Riphean is characterized by a general drop in the paleointensity, and the Phanerozoic, by its rise. The general Phanerozoic rise in paleointensity correlates with an increase in the summary amplitude of eld direction paleovariations, in the reversal frequency, and in the percentage of normal polarity. On the whole, higher paleointensity and its smooth decrease in the Riphean correlate with the evident predominance of reversed polarity and very low r e v ersal frequency in the same period.
The paleointensity is close to the eld of a central axial dipole irrespective of the reversal regime, whereas variations in H a show quite di erent latitude dependences: with increasing latitude, the amplitude of paleointensity v ariations increases in the case of the high reversal frequency regime and decreases in intervals of a stable eld.
4. The Riphean trend of all geomagnetic characteristics changes to the Phanerozoic one at about 600 Ma.
5. Datasets providing constraints on the reversal frequency and polarity asymmetry, o n dH=H a and DM, and on S are virtually independent (this is especially true for the rst two sets). This is an argument conrming the validity of the correlations between these parameters.
6. Wavelet analysis of the reversal frequency, e l d sign, paleointensity, v ariations in the eld direction and intensity, and their Neogaean evolution indicated that the geomagnetic eld was generally unstable, i.e., its evolution involved no periodical processes. The following facts support this conclusion (Figure 4) Galyagin et al., 1999] .
(a) A marked di erence between the general patterns of wavelet spectra of all geomagnetic parameters considered above is observed. For example, if the reversal frequency F is markedly more pronounced in the Phanerozoic, the summary amplitude of variations in the eld direction S, a s w ell as change in the polarity sign P , are considerably more \active" in the Precambrian.
(b) The majority o f d e r i v ed periods are represented by short \events" whose length amounts to one or two full oscillations. Only four of about one hundred of such events include three to ve oscillations of a given period these are the oscillations of the reversal frequency F at a period of 100{110 Myr in the age interval from 550 to 160 Ma, oscillations of the single-polarity magnetic zone length at a period of 160{200 Myr observed from 1500 to 850 Ma, oscillations of relative v ariation in paleointen-sity dH=H a at a period of 90{100 from 450 to 100 Ma, and oscillations of the summary amplitude of variations in the eld direction S at a period of 75{90 Myr from 1450 to 1150 Ma.
(c) Oscillations of various characteristics at close periods are commonly asynchronous. A Riphean interval of 1500 to 800 Ma is noticeable in which oscillations of eld sign and paleointensity v ariations with close periods of 140{180 Myr are grouped. In the Vendian, they continue as oscillations of the same characteristics and reversal frequency at a period of about 220{300 Myr (Figure 4) . Moreover, oscillations of F , P , dH=H a , and S at a period of about 100 Myr are grouped in the Phanerozoic interval between 500 and 100 Ma. The remaining preferred intervals of \periods", without regard to the occurrence time of related oscillations, are as follows: 40{45 Myr (F, P , H a , dH, dH=H a , S) 60{70 Myr (F, P , dH) 80{100 (F, dH=H a , S) 130{140 Myr (F, H a , dH) 160{180 Myr (F, P , dH=H a , S) 250{260 Myr (H a , dH): 300{320 Myr (dH=H a , S) and 500{600 Myr (P, H a , dH, dH=H a ).
(d) Oscillation periods often smoothly vary with time ( Figure 4) , which is largely responsible for wide ranges of periods indicated in item \c". Most periods decrease with time concordantly with the general acceleration of the process thus the F period falls from 100 to 85 Myr over a 470{160-Ma interval and from 70 to 60 Myr over a 150{0-Ma interval, and the S period falls from 90 to 70 Myr during the time from 1500 to 1100 Ma. The cases of an increase in periods, consistent with the slowing-down of the process are less frequent. For example, the P and dH=H a periods increase, respectively, from 200 to 280 Myr and from 80 to 100 Myr over a 450{150-Ma interval (Figure 4) .
(e) The boundary between Phanerozoic and Riphean, best expressed on the wavelet plane of reversal frequency, is recognizable in all time series (Figure 4) . 7. The general behavior of main parameters of the geomagnetic eld in the Neogaea (paleointensity and its variations, and summary amplitude of variations in the eld direction, polarity, and reversal frequency) provides a basis for the modeling of geomagnetic eld generation and characterizes processes in the core that are comparable with processes in the lithosphere and at the Earth's surface.
Part 2. Comparison of Processes at the Core and Earth's Surface
According to the present concept of geodynamics, processes at the Earth's surface and in its lithosphere, mantle, and core are closely interrelated (see Introduction), which g a ve rise to the concept of geonomic periodicity Kravchinskii, 1984 Kravchinskii, 1977] stating that all phenomena of the same rank are essentially equivalent. This provides means for a quantitative description of one phenomenon or process in terms of another (conjugation principle). Unfortunately, most surface processes either cannot be quanti ed or available information does not embrace even the Phanerozoic. Paleomagnetic data provide the opportunity for the most complete quantitative description of the movement of large continental blocks in the Neogaea. In view of this, I addressed the best documented, measurable geological information, namely biota evolution, chronostratigraphy, and motion of continental plates. Since the frequency of geomagnetic eld sign changes, predominance of one of polarities, and relative c hanges in paleointensity correlate with each other and are synchronous (see Figure 1 , part 1 also Pechersky and Didenko, 1995] , we will use data on the reversal frequency which are most representative.
Changes in the Organic World and Geomagnetic Reversal Frequency
To compare the geomagnetic eld behavior with changes in the organic world, I used (1) changes in the number of units in the chronostratigraphic scale (Figure 8a ), (2) changes in the diversity of families of marine organisms, and (3) extinctions of marine organism families that occurred every 10 Myr (Figure 8c ). The chronostratigraphic scale of Harland et al. 1990] with certain modi cations (see Part 1) was used for the discussion of topic (1), and topics (2) and (3) will be discussed on the basis of the Phanerozoic summary presented by Benton 1995] (unfortunately, d a t a o n t h e Riphean are not so representative) only the data on marine organisms were used because they are more representative of the whole Phanerozoic. All data are correlated with the general geological time scale.
The following regularities on three time scales have been revealed.
(1) Regularity of the rst order (the whole Neogaea): a sharp di erence in the di erentiation degree of the chronostratigraphic and magnetostratigraphic scales in the Riphean and Vendian{Phanerozoic (Figures 1 and  8 ), which i s c o n s i s t e n t with a rapid progress in the development o f d i v erse life forms beginning from the Vendian{Cambrian.
(2) Regularity of the second order (geological eras): geological eras begin later than reversal frequency minimums all over the Neogaea Khramov et al., 1982 Molostovskii et al., 1976 Pechersky and Didenko, 1995 . This delay ranging from 35 to 60 Myr (Figure 1 ) averages 35 10 Myr, which yields 4{10 cm/yr for the energy transfer rate from the core{mantle boundary to surface, i.e., for the mantle convection velocity. T h i s value agrees with average velocities estimated for the drift of main continental plates (see below) Jurdy et al., 1995 Zonenshain et al., 1987 . Therefore boundaries of geological eras are primarily related to an inner geodynamic mechanism.
(3) Regularity of third order (comparable with geological periods): minimums and maximums nearly coincide, which implies changes in the organic world to be synchronous with variations in the polarity reversal frequency and geomagnetic paleointensity this synchronism is most distinct in the Phanerozoic (Figures 1  and 8) . Thus, the di erence between maximums ( m i n imums) of reversal frequency and the nearest maximums (minimums) of numbers of stratigraphic units, diversity c hanges, and extinctions of organisms amounts to 3:1 9:6, 3:5 6:3, and 1:4 9:5 Myr, respectively. Moreover, many boundaries of geological periods coincide with narrow m i n i m ums less than 10 Myr wide or with slight kinks in reversal frequency and/or paleointensity v ariations (Figure 1 ) which are smoothed away upon the 30-Myr averaging (Figure 1 ). Some di erences in variation rates of the organic world and reversal frequency are likely to be related to de cient m a gnetostratigraphic information and dating uncertainties.
Thus, acceleration and deceleration of core{mantle boundary processes and evolution of the organic world occur synchronously boundaries between geological periods are mostly associated with drops in the reversal frequency and geomagnetic paleointensity (but not with individual reversals!) and themselves often mark a slowdown in the evolution of organic world (Figures 1 and 8) .
If large long-period eld variations directly a ect changes in the organic world, strong (direct or inverse) correlation should exist between synchronous variations in characteristics of organic world and geomagnetic eld, in particular, reversal frequency. However, numerical estimates do not con rm such a correlation, as it is evident from Figure 9 . Consequently, an immediate e ect of long-period eld variations on changes in the organic world is either absent or insigni cant, and only their cyclicities coincide.
Thus, the comparison of variation rates of organic world and geomagnetic eld demonstrates that processes on a geological time scale, as well as shorter processes, which occur near the core and surface, are virtually synchronous, but they are not connected with each other or, speaking more cautiously, their interrelation is obviously secondary and not causative: the processes \respond" to a common external mechanism producing, for example, changes in the rotation axis angle and/or angular velocity of the Earth, which in turn synchronously a ect movements in the core and lower mantle, producing changes in the geomagnetic eld, and tectonic, climatic and other processes at the surface, producing changes in the state of biosphere. It is only geodynamic processes on a scale of geological eras that are related to the internal mechanism of upward energy transfer from the lowermost mantle (possibly through convection, plume ascent, etc.)
Horizontal Velocities of Continental Plates
The analysis of movements of tectonic blocks usually includes the following procedures: construction of the apparent p o l e w ander path (APWP) of a given block over a speci c geological time interval from paleomagnetic directions spatial paleoreconstructions of a block (and adjacent blocks) for various time intervals, including the positioning of Euler poles of rotation and determination of the block v elocity for various time intervals from the motion of a certain point o f t h e b l o c k. The reconstructions are based on tectonic, paleogeographic, paleoclimatic, and other evidence, position of hotspots, and balance of forces that a ect the plate motion (slab pull in subduction zones, pull-apart forces at mid-ocean ridges, etc.) Zonenshain et al., 1987] . Phanerozoic position of six continental plates (Africa, Antarctic, Europe, Siberia, India, and North America) has been recently reconstructed, and their velocities have been estimated Jurdy et al., 1995] . However, paleoreconstruction of relative and especially absolute positions of the plates are rather ambiguous (particularly in the Precambrian). This is one of reasons why paleotectonic reconstructions of continental plates are not used here. However, the main reason is that this work addresses global regularities in tectonic motions rather than movements of separate blocks. The motion of continents across the Earth's surface resembles that of ice blocks during an ice drift: as a whole, those move downstream, although individual blocks may h a ve different v elocities, rotate in various senses and at various angular velocities, stop, and even move upstream, but the movements of each separate ice block h a ve l i t t l e i n common with general regularities of the ow which are the main concern of this paper. Therefore, to simplify the problem I will consider separately the latitude (constrained by paleomagnetic inclination) and rotational (constrained by paleomagnetic declination) components of the block v elocity with respect to a point in the vicinity of its center as it is readily done from its APWP. I used primarily the longest APWPs of various con- Dawson and Hargraves, 1994 Elmi n g e t a l . , 1993 Embleton, 1984 Enkin et al., 1992 Gordon et al., 1984 Hyodo and Dunlop, 1993 Idnurm and Giddings, 1988 Khramov, 1991 Klootvijk, 1984 Lin et al., 1985 Meert and Van der Voo, 1996 Park et al., 1995 Park and Gower, 1996 Pechersky and Didenko, 1995 Pisarevsky et al., 1997 Radhakrishna and Joseph, 1996 Radhakrishna and Mathew, 1996 Saradeth et al., 1989 Seguin and Zhai, 1992 Shapiro e t al., 1997 Smethurst et al., 1998 Tarling and Abdeldayem, 1996 Torsvik et al., 1992 Van der Voo, 1988 Van der Voo a n d M e ert, 1991 Wu et al., 1993 Zhao et al., 1990 , 1993 .
The data collected were revised and generalized. Paleomagnetic determinations close in age are sometimes strongly divergent a n d g i v e abnormally high velocities. These are mostly data from the Early and Middle Riphean of Africa, India, and North America. Such i n tervals were rejected. Paleolatitude, paleoinclination, paleolatitude component of the plate motion velocity, and angular velocity of paleoinclination variation (rotation about a xed point of a plate) were calculated at centers of each plate for every 10-Myr APWP interval. To remove possible errors, the results were averaged with a smoothing window of 30 Myr. These data were used for the calculation of mean paleolatitude velocities of plate motion V pl (Figure 10a ) and rotation V D (Figure 10b Table 2 ) (c) motions of six continents (Africa, Antarctica, Europe, Siberia, India, and North America) after Jurdy et al. 1995] . The data are averaged with a window of 30 Myr and a step of 10 Myr.
as well as standard deviations from these means dV pl and V D . The means were calculated for eight plates in the Phanerozoic, ve plates in the Vendian{Late Riphean, three in the Middle Riphean, and two in the Early Riphean.
The above comparison with an ice drift is clearly illustrated in Figure 11 : the majority continents move, with slight v ariations, consistently, which is most evident beginning from the mid-Paleozoic, but opposite movements (for example, Europe, Siberia, North America, and Australia in a 1100{900-Ma interval) are also observed. The tendency mentioned in the Introduction is also evident from the gure: concentration of most continents in the equatorial zone at the time of existence of Riphean Pangea and their divergence in the Early Paleozoic (breakup of Paleozoic Pangea) followed by m o vement of Laurasian continents to northern latitudes and movement o f G o n d w ana continents to the equator and southern latitudes in the Mesozoic{Cenozoic.
The velocity pattern of the paleolatitude plate motion component is most distinct (Figure 10a ), virtually coinciding with that of the full mean velocities calculated from the spatial reconstruction of Phanerozoic continents ( Figure 10c ) Jurdy et al., 1995] , although the sets of continents (and their number) are di erent. Hence, V pl is likely to rather adequately re ect the variation in the velocity m o d u l i o f c o n tinents in the Phanerozoic and Precambrian. Figure 10a clearly shows a cyclicity i n V pl disturbed by less regular plate rotations (Figure 10b) .
A sharp di erence in the behavior of V D and dV D in intervals of 1700{900 and 900{0 Ma. In the rst interval, V D h a s a l o w scatter and varies rather periodically (with maximums o f dV D at 1100 and 980 Ma) in the second interval, both velocity and its scatter gradually increase toward the center of the interval and then gradually decrease. The scatters appear to be minimum during the existence of supercontinents. The V pl pattern is di erent: its behavior, with minor deviations, is similar throughout the Neogaea and exhibits a regular change in mean velocities from their minimum(10{20 km/Myr) to maximum (40{60 km/Myr) values rarely (in the Riphean) reaching 80 km/Myr. On the other hand, speci c behavior of dV pl is observed in the Riphean, where the scatter varies in the same manner as V pl , and in the upper half of the Late Riphean{Phanerozoic, where their variations are di erent, but the most important i s t h e relation dV pl V pl . Against this background, an interval of \disturbed cyclicity" of V pl and high dV pl values is clearly observed in the Vendian{uppermost Riphean (650{530 Ma). Based on direct measurements of intervals between adjacent m a x i m ums (minimums) and wavelet analysis results (D. K. Galyagin and P. G . F rik), (Figures 1a and 1b) . As seen from Table 2, 14 kinks coincide with minimums of F , six coincide with its maximums, and four are behind F min by 20{40 Myr i.e., similar to biota variations, sharp changes in the paleomagnetic pole position are mostly synchronous with reversal frequency extremums, although there are more complex cases of delayed variations. Now I compare the maximums (minimums) of V pl , dV pl , V D , and dV D with the closest reversal frequency maximums (minimums) of the eld F m . Unlike similar comparison with variation rates of the organic world (see above), a scatter of the extremums is broader (FigFigure 12 Figure 8 and known estimates of mean velocities of major plates Jurdy et al., 1995 Zonenshain et al., 1987 .
The mechanisms may be further speci ed from the correlation between V pl and V m ;F m . If the inner mechanism is dominated by c o n vective motions in the mantle, these values should be inversely correlated, whereas the plume mode of energy transfer probably implies such a correlation to be absent, because continental plate motions are nearly independent of the plume ascent, but they are signi cantly a ected by c o n vective motions in Figure 14 ). Whereas the absence of correlation in a 0 20-Myr interval supports the action of the external mechanism, the absence of correlation in the second interval implies that the mantle convection is uninvolved in the interrelation between the processes in the core and lowermost mantle (D 00 layer) and movements in the lithosphere. This may be explained by the fact that processes in the D 00 layer and mantle convection are independent, as is indicated, for example, immobility o f hotspots relative t o m o ving plates (which is used for estimation of absolute plate movements) Jurdy et al., 1995 Zonenshain et al., 1987 . The correlation may b e disturbed by t wo-layer convection (in upper and lower mantle) which accounts for not more than 10% heat and mass transfer Allegre, 1997] .
As seen from Figures 13 and 14 , the variation ranges of mean plate velocities in both mechanisms are very close (10{60 and 20{55 km/Myr) and overlap the range of possible dependence of V pl on V m ; F m . Therefore, the variations in the V pl means are caused by general factors that a ect both external and internal mechanisms. The rate of core-to-surface energy transfer varies within comparatively narrow limits as is evident from a ;40 20-Myr range of delay times between velocity and reversal frequency extremums and from overlapping ranges of variation in maximum and minimum values of mean velocities of paleolatitude plate movements (these ranges are, respectively, 30{60 and 10{45 km/Myr for the external mechanism and 40{55 and 20{40 km/Myr for the internal one (Figure 14) . Thus, irrespective o f g eomagnetic eld generation mechanisms and plate movements, the rates of core-to-surface energy transfer and plate motions are close, which is evidently due to properties of the medium. As seen from Figure 13 , there exist time intervals dominated by the action of the external synchronous mechanism (V m ;F m = 0 20 Myr) or internal mechanism with a characteristic delay t i m e of ;40 20 Myr. In particular, the aforementioned Vendian interval with \anomalous" V pl and dV pl lies within the longest interval dominated by the action of the external mechanism (Figures 1 and 13) .
Generalization of results
The above data imply that the relations between processes in the core and lowermost mantle on the one hand and at the Earth's surface on the other hand are realized at least at three time scale levels. (Figures 1 and 13 ). The conclusive stage of existence of the Riphean supercontinent Pangea and its breakup also took place at that time. The peak of tectonic and thermal activity, lying approximately between 570 and 500 Ma, was associated with a higher heat ow, the widest occurrence of the granulite facies of metamorphism, r e w orking of the crust, and epeirogenic uplifts and basalt out ows possibly related to mantle plumes Williams, 1994] . At the same time, essential changes at the core-mantle boundary markedly a ected all characteristics of the geomagnetic eld, particularly, its reversal frequency whose pattern is very close to the \frequency" of startigraphic stages (Figure 8 ). The geomagnetic eld behavior di ers in its fractality. A di erence between the Riphean and Phanerozoic intervals and uniqueness of their boundary which manifested themselves at both the Earth's surface and core may be explained by resonance-type enhancement of core motions, caused by critical duration of the Earth's diurnal rotation ( 22:2 hours) due to the tidal decrease in its angular velocity b y a factor of about 1.5 from the Archean to present time. This deceleration resulted in a considerable temperature increase near the core-mantle boundary, destabilization of the D 00 layer, and ascent o f m a n tle plumes Williams, 1994 ].
Second level is the scale of geological eras, characterized by their onset delay with respect to reversal frequency minimums throughout the Neogaea. On this scale, long intervals of stable geomagnetic polarity, t ypically preceding the beginning of geological eras occur cyclically with a 160{200-Myr period close to the era duration (except for two anomalies between 1150 and 1100 Ma and between 700 and 630 Ma). This regularity is supported by a fractal dimension of reversal frequency of about 0.9 in the Neogaea. These stable polarity i n tervals are likely to coincide with plate velocity minimums, which is natural, given stable conditions at the core and Earth's surface. The aforementioned delay amounts to 35{60 Myr (Figure 1 ) and yields a value of 4{10 cm/yr for the energy transfer rate from the core{mantle boundary to the Earth's surface, i.e., for the mantle convection velocity. T h i s v alue is consistent with mean velocity estimates for the drift of major continental plates (Figure 10 ) Jurdy et al., 1995 Zonenshain et al., 1987 . Therefore, boundaries of geological eras are mainly related to the action of inner mechanism.
Third level is the scale of geological periods. First, it is characterized by nearly exact coincidence of minimums or maximums i.e., variations in the organic world and continental plate velocities occur synchronously with the polarity reversal frequency and variations in the geomagnetic paleointensity (Figures 1, 8, and 10) . Moreover, geomagnetic events are synchronous with such \lithospheric" events as trap out ows, jumps in the spreading velocity, stratigraphic unconformities in geological sections (re ecting uctuations in the sea level), folding phases, appearance of evaporites and tillites (climatic changes), occurrence of black shales (redox conditions). Most prominent is the coincidence of the above e v ents at times of 250{245, 196{190, 148{ 144, 113{110, and 97{91 Ma Rampino, 1988 Rampino and Caldeira, 1993 also see Introduction] . The cyclicity of all aforementioned processes exhibits periods ranging from 20 to 100 Myr (periods of 20{30, 50, and 100 are best de ned). In addition, many boundaries of geological periods coincide with narrow minimums less than 10 Myr long and small kinks in the reversal frequency and/or paleointensity v ariations (Figure 1) . Consequently, accelerations or decelerations core-mantle boundary processes, variations in the organic world, plate motions, and other processes at the Earth's surface occur synchronously, and boundaries of geological periods are often associated with a decrease in the reversal frequency and geomagnetic paleointensity and often manifest a decline in the organic world development (Figures 1 and 8) .
Second, in addition to synchronism (coincidence of V m and F m extremums), V m extremums are behind the reversal frequency extremums mainly by 30{60 Myr. A similar delay is observed in the onsets of geological eras with respect to reversal frequency minimums (Figures 1  and 13) . Moreover, intervals dominated by the di erences V m ; F m = 0 alternate with those dominated by V m ; F m = 4 0 20 Myr (Figure 13 ). The characteristic time of their alternation is 350{400 Myr, which i s a twofold cyclicity period of constant polarity i n tervals.
These data may be explained in terms of active m e c hanisms of two t ypes: an external mechanism that acts synchronously at the core and Earth's surface and an internal mechanism responsible for a ;40 20-Myr delay of processes at the Earth's surface with respect to those at the core. In all of the cases, this is only a qualitative relationship, whereas no numerical relation between processes at the surface and core virtually exists (Figures 9 and 14) . Consequently, there is no causal connection between these processes rather, they are subjected to the action of a general mechanism.
The aim of this paper is to constrain current h ypotheses using available information rather than to determine a speci c mechanism (or mechanisms).
On one hand, there exist processes that are useful for reasonable explanation of synchronism of events at the Earth's surface and core such as the tidal evolution of the Earth-Moon system, evolution of the Earth as a part of the Solar system, and general evolution of the Galaxy. Thus, tidal movements produce periodic variations in the angular velocity of the Earth, Earth-Moon distance, and inclination of the rotation axis as a result, the rotation poles of the Earth markedly change their position (rotations of the planet as a whole relative to the ecliptic and/or rotations of the mantle relative to the core). The same group of processes includes changes in the rotation axis position caused by t h e c o n tinental drift. The above phenomena in turn lead to changes in climate, sea level, and position of the core, which should a ect the geomagnetic eld. Thus deceleration-acceleration regimes of the Earth's rotation should result in polarity reversals or preferred polarity i n tervals. Furthermore, the intervals of maximum gradients in mean velocities of the continental drift, summary amplitude extremums of direction paleovariations, and maximums o f p r e v ailing reversed polarity a r e v ery close to the epochs of the Solar system passage through the Galaxy plane the main period of such oscillations is close to 30 Myr and virtually coincides with the main period of fauna extinctions, sea level lowering, large basalt out ows, folding, abrupt drops in spreading rate, and enhancement episodes of reduction conditions over the past 250 Myr Rampino, 1988 Rampino and Caldeira, 1993 ], but it is also the half-period of variations in main parameters of the geomagnetic eld in the Neogaea nally, one of the perio d s o f e l d c haracteristics and plate motions, considered above, is close to the Galactic year.
On the other hand, there are surface processes (geological era onsets, variations in mean velocities of continental plate motion, etc.) that proceed later than those at the core-mantle boundary ( Figure 13 ) this delay i s most naturally treated in terms of the energy transfer from the core-mantle boundary (D 00 laye r ) t o t h e Earth's surface (plumes, mantle convection, etc.). The delay time constraint p r o vides a value of 5{10 cm/yr for the energy transfer rate, which is consistent with velocities of major plates. Lacking (or very weak) numerical correlation implies that the mantle convection cannot be responsible for the interrelation between processes in the D 00 layer and lithospheric motions. This may be explained in terms of two-layer convection (in the lower and upper mantle) with very limited heat and mass transfer between these layers (not more than 10%) Allegre, 1997] and/or by the fact that processes in the D 00 layer and mantle are independent. General action of the two m e c hanisms may be described as follows. The external mechanism causes processes in the D 00 layer (activity, instability, etc.) which stimulate the heat and mass transfer in the mantle, i.e., bring about the action of internal mechanism. Furthermore, mantle mass movements (convection, plumes, subduction), caused by the activity in the D 00 layer and related to plate motions, change the planetary moment of inertia, i.e., bring about synchronous action of the external mechanism, and so on. Such a relation is sup-ported by v ery close limits of variations in mean velocities of plate motion as constrained by e a c h o f t h e mechanisms (10{60 and 20{55 km/Myr, respectively).
In general, irrespective o f m e c hanisms responsible for the geomagnetic eld generation and plate movements, the energy transfer from the core to Earth's surface and plate movements have close velocities, so that these processes are evidently controlled by properties of the medium.
Conclusion
Main conclusions which f o l l o w from the analysis of the geomagnetic eld behavior during the Neogaea and its relation to processes at the Earth's surface were stated at the end of the rst and second sections. Here, restricting myself to a general consideration, I do not o er hypothetical mechanisms common to processes at the core and Earth's surface, especially as the mechanism of a (paleo)magnetic record (magnetic tape recorder) and its \author" (age and other characteristics of operator) cannot be directly determined. One may denitely state that long processes (tens and hundreds million years) at the core and Earth's surface are causally not related but are controlled by a mechanism (mechanisms) common to these processes, which occur either synchronously (external mechanism) or asynchronously (internal mechanism). One may suggest a combined action of both mechanisms: the external mechanism bring about processes in the D 00 layer (activity, instability, etc.), which in their turn stimulate heat and mass transfer in the mantle, controlled by t h e i n ternal mechanism. Mantle mass movements (convection, plumes, subduction) induced by t h e D 00 layer activity are related to the drift of continents and thereby c hange the planetary moment of inertia, which again stimulates the synchronous action of the \external" mechanism, and so on. Such a scheme accounts for the long-period cyclicity and interrelation of processes.
